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1. Introduction. The definition and the study of Teichmiiller spaces Ear closed or compact surfaces with boundaries or surfaces with punctures has for a long time been a frequent topic in geometry and analysis. There are many approaches. First we must mention Ahlfors in [1] and Bers in [2] which rely heavily on the theory of quasiconformal maps. Another more geometric fibre bundle approach has been established by Earle and Eells in [10] , [11] . Finally, an approach which relies on methods of differential geometry and global analysis has been presented by Fischer and Tromba in [22] , [29] . What they are doing is in a certain sense canonical and at the same time very beautiful. Let The isomorphism M r _i = M T jV T is known as Poincare's theorem. Thereafter they prove the existence of a slice for the action of £>S +1 on M^x thus obtaining charts for a manifold structure on T r . In [29] , [30] Tromba proves that T r is diffeomorphic to * Received December 17, 1997; accepted for publication June 26, 1998 . t Fachbereich Mathematik, Jahnstrafie 15a, D-17487 Greifswald, Germany (eichhorn@rz.unigreifswald.de).
whole approach uses standard results of global analysis on compact manifolds, such as the properness of the V r+1 -action on M r , the closed image property of elliptic operators, the discreteness of the spectrum, the index theorem, the maximum principle and others.
We study Teichmiiller spaces for open oriented surfaces of infinite genus M 2 . At the beginning it is totally unclear how to define completed spaces M r , M r _n T r , A r , V r+l . A second striking obstruction is the fact that the used results, e.g. the properness of the V r+l -action and the theorems of elliptic theory are totally wrong. Nevertheless, the general uniformization theorem tells us that there are many complex = almost complex structures and metrics of curvature -1, i.e. there should be a Teichmiiller space which "counts" this structures. The main question is how to count them, how to define a Teichmiiller space? In this paper, we present a canonical and natural approach but under certain restrictions. We restrict ourselves to open oriented surfaces of the following kind. Start with a closed oriented surface and form the connected sum with a finite number of half ladders jt^T 2 , where T 2 is the 2-torus. Now we allow the repeated addition of a finite number of half ladders in such a manner that there arises a surface with at most count ably many ends. Surfaces of the admitted topological type can be built up by F-pieces which guarantees the existence of a metric #0 satisfying K(go) = -1 and ri n j(go) > 0. We exclude metric cusps, but we admit additionally metric trumpets, i.e. topological punctures. To define M r we restrict to metrics of bounded geometry, i.e. metrics g satisfying Denote by M{I, Bk) the set of all such metrics on M n . (I) implies completeness. We defined in [12] 
^(d) = ^2comp(Ji).
Return now to M 2 of the above topological type. Denote by comp(g)-i C comp(g) the subspace of all metrics g' € comp(g) such that K^') = -1. Then we would define The first isomorphism in (1.5) is Poincare's theorem for the open case. Its proof occupies the major part of the paper. Moreover, we establish an ILH-version of (1.5)-(1.7). The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we recall the main facts concerning spaces of Riemannian metrics and Sobolev spaces needed in this paper. In section 3 and 4 we define the space V r and A r of conformal factors and almost complex structures. Section 5 is devoted to the diffeomorphism group £> r+1 and section 6 contains the ILH-version of the considered spaces. In section 7 we prove Poincare's theorem. The sections 8, 9, 10 are devoted to the proof of (1.5), (1.7). In the concluding section 11 we announce and discuss results concerning the topology of T r (comp(go) which are the topic of an also long paper in preparation.
We remark, there are other approaches to define a universal Teichmuller space for open surfaces. The advantage of our approach is to couple those metrics resp. complex structures together which belong in a natural sense together, i.e. are elements of the same component in the space of metrics of bounded geometry. For each such component comp(go)_i /VQ +1 , there is a good chance to establish a Hilbert manifold structure. The only existing gap is a slice theorem, where parts of a slice theorem are already proven.
But there are uncountably many components containing complete metrics of curvature -1. Fitting them together in a universal Teichmuller space offers absolutely no chance to introduce a manifold structure, modeled over a separable Hilbert space (Sobolev space).
To introduce such a structure and to make Riemannian geometry in the Teichmuller space is one of the advantages of our approach.
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continuously. We refer to [13] , [15] for the proof. □ THEOREM 2.8. Assume {M n ,g) with (I) and (B k ), 0 < r < ri,r2 < k. If r = 0
// r > 0 assume -< ~ + -anc? (2.8) follows from Holder's inequality if e.g. in the case r>0-<-+ -and
> . 
□
We infer from (2.24), (2.25)
An easy induction quite similar to [12] , [14] yields
where Pj is a polynomial in the indicated variables and the monomials satisfy the conditions of the module structure theorem, in particular ji + J2 < * + 1 < r. (2.26) implies after p -th power and integration (2.22) . □
) and so on (cf. [12] ) and using (2.22) and its proof, we conclude as equivalent Hilbert spaces. We refer to [5] for a proof. The main part is that the local Garding's inequality associated with il = {f/a}a has constants independent of a. The proof given in [9] , [13] 
and set for r < m, r > -+ 1 (9) 2 \ \<p -y'| a>p ,r := PROPOSITION 3.1. £ = {V^J-JX) is a basis for a metrizable uniform structure. We omit the very simple proof. □ Let P^^ig) be the completion, The proof of (3.1), (3.2) is quite similar to that of (2.1) and (2.2) which is performed in [12] . □
The function identically to 1 is an element of all Vm(g), 0 < m < oo. Write corap^r(l, g) for the component of 1 in
Proof. We assume without loss of generality g and g' smooth.
If not, then we apply the remark 2 after 2.4 and proceed as usual. The proof of 3.3 is quite analogous to that of 2.10. We present it here for completeness. Set V = V 5 , V = V^' and let (p E corap^r(l,#). Then <p G C 1 (since k > r > * + 1) and
We have to show
The pointwise norms |V /2 ((/? -l)| 5 ,x and \V l ((p -l)\g',x are equivalent since g and g' are quasi isometric and we simply write | \ x -\ |. Then
A more general formula for |V' l (<p -1)| estimating this by products of the kind
has been established in [12] . Using (2.1) and the module structure theorem for Sobolev spaces, we obtain
and (3.9) can be estimated by the Sobolev norms of V 7 -V and ip -1. Hence ip E comP; r (l,^/),comp^r(l,^) C comp^r(l,^). In the same manner we establish the other inclusion. □
REMARKS. Proposition 3.3 does not hold for an arbitrary component comp^i^^ g), ip € Vm(g), since ip G V m (g) does for j > 2,j < r < m not imply ip e Vmig')-
The latter follows from the fact that we have
but not necessarily 
The action is smooth, free and proper.
Then, according to [8] , p. 47, Theorem 4.7 and the fact, that (^ satisfies (/) and ^ G Vk+2(g), we conclude ^ • ^ satisfies (/). From [23] , p. 90 follows that R 9u -i?^'^ = sum of terms each of them has bounded derivatives up to order k. Using V 5l/ -V^" ' 9u -sum of terms each of them has bounded derivatives up to order k + 1, we see finally that yv • g^ satisfies {Bk), i-e.
and the module structure theorem
b. The smoothness of the action follows from the fact that locally comp(l) and comp(g) can be treated as linear spaces, ip'
in comp(g), i.e. with respect to | | P)r , then we have also C 1 -convergence according to the Sobolev embedding theorem, explicitly pointwise. It is now very easy to infer from (3.10), (3.11) 
is a smooth submersion and has the structure of a principal fibre bundle. □ comp(g) has as tangent space at g' G comp(g) Tg>comp(g) = VL r (S 2 T*,g') = fi r (S 2 T*,<7), where 5 2 r* are the symmetric 2-fold covariant tensors. There is an L2-orthogonal splitting
where ^{S 2 T\g') = {/i 6 n^rvpcr) =P(s) VOIO .P e n r (M, P ')l and fr' T (s 2 r*, </) = {he n r (s 2 T*,g , )\tr g ,h = o}.
The decomposition (3.12) is given by
See [29] p. 19 for further details.
and Proof A r can be considered as the space of sections of a bundle B -» M with fibre GI/ + (2m, R)IGL(m, C), where B can be endowed with a metric of bounded geometry of order k -1 associated to the Sasaki metric on TM. Then the result follows from [14] . □ REMARKS. For dimM = 2, we give below another equivalent description. We refer to [14] for a proof. The main point is, that one shows 
. comp{idM) is a metrizable topological group.
We refer to [14] for the proof. □
The proofs are performed in [19] . □
We defined for C 00 ' 771 a uniform structure il p ' r . Consider now We assume p = 2 and write fi^M, AT) = fi^'P'^M,^) and
The only difference between our former construction and the new one is the fact that the spaces Q, 00 * 7, are based on maps which are bounded up to arbitrary high order. For compact manifolds we have
For open manifolds we have strong inclusions £00,00 c ^oo.r and poo,r c pr j t j s very easy to cons t r uct a diffeomorphism / G C 00,1 (E, E) such that / £ C 00 ' 2 (E, E). This supports the conjecture that the inclusion D r+S «-» I> r , s > 1, is not dense. We settle this question in a forthcoming paper. The space p 00 ' r + s is densely and continuously embedded into P 00 ' 7 *. This follows easily from the corresponding properties for Sobolev spaces. The components of the identity have special nice properties: PROPOSITION [14] . Hence, for ex sufficiently small we have \Y\ V < e. We set fx = exp Yi. For / = exp X m o ... o exp Xi we apply the techniques of the proof for VQ being a group of [14] and obtain for any given small e > 0 a representation / = expjY o f with / G C 00 ' 00 , Y G n r (/*TM), |y| r < e and / is built up from the REMARKS. 1. A detailed proof of proposition 5.8 would occupy dozens of pages but the arguments needed are all contained in [14] has an infinite number of ends then there exists at least one non-isolated end, i.e. an end that has no neighbourhood which is not a neighbourhood of another end. This occurs e.g. if we have repeated branchings of half ladders. In any case, such a surface can be built up by F-pieces or so called trumpets which we explain now. We follow the representation given in [6] .
LEMMA 7.1. Let a, 6, c be arbitrary positive real numbers. There exists a right angled geodesic hexagon in the hyperbolic plane with pairwise non-adjacent sides of length a, 6, c. □
Next we paste two copies of such a hexagon together along the remaining three sides to obtain a hyperbolic surface Y with three closed boundary geodesies of length 2a, 26, 2c. They determine Y up to isometry (Theorem 3.17 of [6] ).
Two different F-pieces can be glued along their boundary geodesies if they have the same length. The same holds for two "legs" of same boundary length of one Y-piece. It is a deep result of hyperbolic geometry that one obtains as a result smooth hyperbolic surfaces. Moreover, we can perform gluing with an additional twisting (cf. [6] ). But here we consider gluings without twisting, at least for our starting metric goAs a well known matter of fact, any topologically given open surface of the above kind can be built up by F-pieces and trumpets and we obtain in this way a hyperbolically metrized surface (M 2 , go)-The lengths of all closed boundary geodesies can be chosen in such a manner (and > a > 0) that ri n j(M 2 ,go) > 0, (cf. 
(l,go). Consider comp(go) C M r (I, -Boo)-As we already know, comp(l) acts on comp(go) and comp(go)/comp(l) is a Hilbert manifold. Let comp(go)-i C comp(go)
be the subspace of all metrics g G comp(go) such that the scalar curvature K(g) equals -1. Since we assume r > 3 = | + 2, g is at least of class C 2 and K(g) is well defined. Usually K(g) denotes the sectional curvature but we use it for scalar curvature which is twice the sectional curvature. We could also work with sectional curvature but then in the differential equation below appears a factor 2 which we should take into account in all calculations. Only for this reason we decided to work with scalar curvature. Both approaches are trivially equivalent.
We
wish to show that comp(go)-i C comp(go) C M r (I,B 00 ) is a smooth submanifold of comp(go) which is diffeomorphic to comp(go)/comp(l)
. This is a rather deep fact which requires a series of preliminaries and is valid only under an additional spectral assumption. Let g G comp(go). Then, according to (2.32), A^ maps 
y/g).
Hence for h E fT(S 2 T*, g) the expression SgSgh is well defined. As we already mentioned, for r > 3 = | + 2, g E comp(go) is at least of class C 2 and the scalar curvature
This follows immediately from the topology in comp(go) and the definition of

K(g). □
Consider the C 00 -map 
theorem which roughly spoken asserts comp(go)-i = comp(go)/comp(l).
Denote by a e (A) the essential spectrum of A. Here we omit the bar in the unique self adjoint extension A which equals to the closure. PROPOSITION 
cr e (A^0) is an invariant ofcomp(go), i.e. for g G comp(go), a e (A g )=a e (A go ).
Proof. 
v->oo
(7 e (Ap 0 ) C a e {Ag). By symmetry we conclude a e {Ag Q ) = a e {Ag). We refer to [7] , [18] 
Proof. Let p = e u . For the existence we have to solve the PDE
We seek for a solution u G fr(M,po)-u 6 n r (M,po),^ > 3 imply e u -1 G fi r as we will see below. (7.3) has a solution according to the general uniformization theorem. But this theorem does not provide u G fT. Therefore we have to sharpen our considerations. The existence will be established by the implicit function theorem and a version of the continuity method. A gto u to +K(g to )ee»<o=o.
Consider g t = (I -t)go + tg = go + t(g -go) = go H-th E comp(go) and the map
(7.8)
We prefer a slightly other version of this establishing the following PROPOSITION 
There exists a 5 > 0,6 independent of to, such that to G S implies ]t -So,to 4-<5[n[0,1] C S.
We will see later that the proof of 7.8 is equivalent to that of (7.7) and (7.8). The proof of 7.8 is based on careful estimates in the implicit function theorem to which we turn now our attention. Roughly speaking, the proof goes as follows.
Let to G S,ut 0 .
|(1 _ e v-ut o +0(u-ut Q -(v-uto)))
. \ r^_2 (7.14) and start with (7.13). In the sequel, the same letters for constants in different inequalities can denote different constants. The key role in all following considerations plays the Lipschitz continuity of |Ap t |ij. We estimate the first term on the right hand side of (7.16), using Proof. (7.40) would follow if we could prove
but this follows immediately from the facts g,gt = ^o + t{9 ~ 9o) ^ comp(g) C M r (I, Boo), r > 3 = | + 2, *'% -0o|*> = * • 6 ' 2 b " ^o| < D 3 -t • \g -go\ 9o ,r, (2.34) and scalar curvature has an expression by derivatives of order < 2 of the metric. This proves (7.40) and hence (7.37) . □ Now, according to (7.36), 2.14,
which finishes the proof of (7.35) for i = 1. Assume now Here § -^ is well defined, > 0 and (A + ^-^)~1 is a well defined bounded operator according to 7.11. We would be done for i -0 in (7.48) if we could show \K(gt) -{-l)|o <C = C(g,go) independent oft. We prove more general LEMMA 7.19. Lett,to € {0,1}. Then
Proof. According to the mean value theorem for maps into affine Banach spaces, We have to estimate \K(g r )trg T h\i. For 2 = 0, i.e. | |o, there does not arise any problem since \K(g T ) < CQ, CQ independent of r and \tr gT h\o < CQ'-NO-We continue with i = 2 to indicate the general rule. We omit the very long but rather simple details. This finishes the proof of 7.19. □ Hence
Next we study Au to indicate the general rule.
Au =
^^ can even pointwise be estimated by a constant independent of t: Let \u(x)\ > 1. Then, according to (7.37), We have to find an a priori estimate
It follows from (2.32), (I), (J^oo) for #0 and the module structure theorem that a priori estimates for all
imply such estimates for all mixed terms too. REMARKS. We could also work exclusively with covariant derivatives. But then all of our expressions grow rapidly. Therefore we decided to work only with every second derivative, i.e. to work with the A's. Using
Au, we see that at least formally A .e"-1.
. ,1 2u Bu
But the same argument as above and the module structure theorem yields A( § -^) and its series (7.63 
Now we apply once again the module structure theorem 2.8. In our case n = 2, 
|A(^^)|o < ^5
) . (7.71) Now it is every easy to recognize the general rule. One forms A-7 ( £ -^), obtains a finite sum of factors x series, the factors are in L2 = Ho and have an a priori L2-estimate coming from lA^lo < Dk, k < j -1. The series are in fi 2 and have an a priori | I2 -estimate which yields together |A^-)|o<£;,j<i-l, (7 According to (7.33), KA^+^'oOJ-V^d, (7.76) and, according to (7.31), (7.37) and \A j u\o < Dj,Q < j < §, |(e^o.)| r _ 2jr _ 2 <C2, (7.77) i.e. • |(1 -gV-^o+^-^o-C"-^)) . | rir _ 2 < I. (7.80) Proof. Set in (7.21) ei = \ ■ ^, C3 from (7.78). D
\T t u -T t v\ r <{C-\t-to| + l)\u -v\r, (7.81)
where C comes from 7.9 . Proof This follows immediately from (7.12), (7.13), (7.14), (7.15 ) and (7.80). □ If we would choose \to -1\ sufficiently small, then the map Tt would be contractive. But this does not make sense since until now we did not define a complete metric space on which Tt acts. This will be the next and last step in our approach. But we will use the inequality (7.81) in this step. PROPOSITION 
There are two cases. But writing down a straightforward approach proving a., c. leads immediately to the key estimates performed by us. 3. We assumed inf ^(A^) > 0. This implied inf cr(A^) >c>0,0<£<1, which was of essential meaning for all of our t independent a priori estimates. The assumption inf cr e (A^0) > 0 would be redundant if we would know that ut(x) > a for all t and x e M. We even proved this fact but in the proof we essentially used inf a e (Ag 0 ) > 0. From ut G fi r ,r > 3, follows Ut(x) > mint for all x G M but it could be that infi^ with growing t becomes smaller and smaller. Then, if inf a e (Ag 0 ) = 0, the norm of (Ag t -f (e Ut •)) _1 grows and grows. This would destroy the existence proof for the 5 in (7.10), (7.11) . If inf (T e (Ag 0 ) = 0 then inf cr e (A^ +e Ut ) = 1 but this insight would not help immediately. We could conclude that below 1 there are only isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. They are > 0 for all t. But we are not able -at least until nowto prove the existence of a c > 0 such that A m i n (Ap t + e Ut ) > c, 0 < t < 1. The proof of 7.10 does not work since there we used the convergence A 5t ->• A 5t+ for t -> t*. If we replace A by A + e u then we must prove Ut -»• ut* for t -> t* in a certain sense. But this is more or less equivalent to theorem 7.7 and the natural proof of ut -)• ut* would just use inf cr e (A 5o ) > 0. Nevertheless it could be possible to drop this assumption. where iV C M \ K is a neighbourhood of the isolated end of e, dN dividing e into a compact and noncompact part (which is an element of e). Denote h ess (e) = suph K .
See [4] for details. If we construct #0 as above then h ess > 0. We refer to [7] . □.
We have shown in theorem 7. More carefully, X2 6 n r+1 ((expXi)*TM, (expX^V 90 ) and so on, but if /1 -/2, then WtfiTJfV) = WU^Tyf^) as equivalent Hilbert spaces, which will be discussed below. We start with a simple special case, / = expX,X G W+ l (TM,gQ). According to (2. Our considerations generalize to the case where we replace id by some / and exp X is now defined for X G n r (f*TM). We proved in [14] \9u -9o\go,r < [QV -g\go,r + \9 " ^o|^o,r < C (9 We get from [14] estimates that IV'/^U,^ I^V^tlso.x, |V l /*|po>a! are bounded by integrable polynomials, and \id\ for i < r (/* = /» -id + id). Thereafter we use is VQ* 1 -equivariant. Proof
